Radio Instructions
STS Model AV 7600
Emergency Radio Programming Instructions
1.
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Make sure lock button is to the left
Push “M-set” button to the right
Turn radio on, squelch quiet
Clear “M” from upper left corner of screen by pushing M button
Enter the frequency, ignoring the “1” in all frequencies when programming,
(ie frequency in memory 1 is 122.850. Therefore, punch in only 22.850)
Push “Set”
Push “MW” (memory write) = memory # (1-10). Note: 10 must be punched
in as “0” as there is not a #10 button
For next frequency, repeat steps 3-7
When you have completed programming, push “M-set” button to left

To Check Your Frequencies (In any mode)

1. Push the “M” button until “M” appears in the upper left portion of the
screen.
2. Push each number (ie., 1,2,3) to verify that all frequencies are correctly
logged in (ie., Memory #1 = 122.850; Memory #2 = 127.050)

To Scan Memories

“M” must be visible. Pushing either arrow key will cue the radio to scroll through
the programmed memories only.

Low Battery Indicator

Watch the radio screen for the word “batt” to show on the screen. The battery pack
is getting low if “batt” appears. Change the batteries before you lose your
programmed frequencies.

Radio Instructions

Yaesu FTA-250L
Adjusting the Frequency:
1. Press the [DWN] or [UP] key to adjust the frequency
2. Use the numeric keypad to enter the frequency
a. For example to set 134.35 MHz
Press 1 > 3 > 4> 3 > 5.]

Using the memory mode:
1. In COMM mode, turn to the frequency to be written to memory
2. Press and hold the [ENT] key. The group number and unused vacant
channel number flashes.
a. To change the group number, press the [GROUP] key.
b. To change the channel number, press the [DWN] or [UP] key.
3. Press and hold the [ENT] key
a. Frequency and name are registered, and operation is returned to the
normal operation screen.

Recalling the Memories:
1. Press the [MAIN/SET] key.
2. Press the [GROUP][MEMORY] key. The last tuned channel will be
received.
3. Press the [GROUP] key to select a memory group.
4. Press the [DWN] or [UP] key to select a memory channel in the group.
a. Or press the numeric keypad to enter the memory channel number.

Scanning operation:
1. Press and hold the [DWN] or [UP] key to start scanning
2. To stop scanning press any key on the keypad

